INTRODUCING SDE CRIMP

COMMERCIAL TOOL SYSTEM

We’ve combined all the features pioneered in our original PRO-CRIMPER hand tools with the versatility of an even more robust design to create the revolutionary SDE Crimp commercial tool system. SDE Crimp minimizes the need for multiple types of hand tools thanks to its Standard Die Envelope (SDE) die sets, which are easily interchangeable from manual to power-assisted tools depending on your needs. An enhanced tool frame also delivers greater operator comfort, efficiency and crimping quality. Available as a fully assembled tool, or with the frame (PN 2362810-1) and die set sold separately, SDE Crimp brings a new level of flexibility and performance to your crimping.

SDE die sets complete the tool’s versatility by incorporating a standard locator (shown installed below) or flip locator (shown to the left) for terminal placement and wire brush control. Only available on select models.

Rounded upper jaw design is engineered for increased strength and even distribution of force.

Die sets are easily changed out with a simple screw and pin system.

Modular SDE system allows you to quickly change dies from manual to power-assisted hand tools.

Ratcheted action frame reduces quality issues associated with under-crimping by not releasing the terminal until the crimp cycle is completed.

Bi-material grips deliver better control and ergonomics for repetitive crimping performance.

Longer handle design provides greater leverage, reducing the amount of operator force required.

Handle force can be adjusted for operator comfort when crimping various terminals.

Connect With Us

We make it easy to connect with our experts and are ready to provide all the support you need. Visit tooling.te.com to chat with a product specialist.
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